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Dive In, Ducky! Dec 31 2019 Put your finger in the duck's head and get talking about bathtime.
Voices: Diver's Daughter: A Tudor Story Sep 19 2021 A gripping heart-in-your-mouth adventure told by Eve, a Tudor girl who sets out on a dangerous journey to
change her life for the better. Voices: Diver's Daughter - A Tudor Story brings Eve and her mother, who was stolen from her family in Mozambique as a child, from the
Southwark slums of Elizabethan London to England's southern coast. When they hear from a Mary Rose survivor that one of the African free-divers who was sent to
salvage its treasures is alive and well and living in Southampton, mother and daughter agree to try to find him and attempt to dive the wreck of another ship,
rumoured to be rich with treasures. But will the pair survive when the man arrives to claim his 'share'? Will Eve overcome her fear of the water to help rescue her
mother? In this thrilling adventure based on real events, Patrice Lawrence shows us a fascinating and rarely seen world that's sure to hook young readers. VOICES: A
thrilling series showcasing some of the UK's finest writers for young people. Voices reflects the authentic, unsung stories of our past. Each shows that, even in times of
great upheaval, a myriad of people have arrived on this island and made a home for themselves - from Roman times to the present day.
Dive Live Logbook Aug 07 2020 Dive in and grab this detailed scuba diving log book. Document dives by logging every underwater adventure in this simple vintage
colored logbook. Live your adventurous life in a spectacular fashion by rocking your suit and adding this in your diver's essentials. Backroll, drift dive or giant stride
with your buddy and record each other's bottom time. Tell your story in every detail while enjoying the waters around us and the spectacular things that it offers.
Dive! World War II Stories of Sailors and Submarines in the Pacific Jul 18 2021 Sibert Award-winning author Hopkinson tells the incredible story of America's
little known "war within a war," the U.S. submarine warfare during World War II.
Scuba Diver Log Book with Vintage Octopus Cover - Track & Record 100+ Dives Jun 24 2019 Track and record over 100 dives with this compact scuba
diver's log book. Clean and modern design provides space for all your critical dive data, including date, location, dive number, air and water temperature, conditions,
visibility, weight added, gear used, air, time in, time out, max depth, time at depth, safety stop, and cumulative bottom time. Remember the details of your dive with
dedicated lined fields for notes and highlights. Space included for your resort/dive center stamp and verification signature from an instructor, dive master, or
buddy.This simple and modern diver's log also includes a cover page for important details like your contact information, emergency contact, allergies, medications,
blood type, and insurance information. The cool vintage octopus cover design gives this diving journal an awesome nautical look!Whether you're an amateur or
advanced scuba diver, you'll love this compact diving logbook with all the data fields you'll need to accurately track your dives. - 102 pages (101 diving logs + 1 diver
information page)- Awesome vintage style cover design in navy blue with an octopus wearing an old-style diving helmet- 6x9"
Dive #3: The Danger Nov 29 2019 Gordon Korman's adventurous DIVE trilogy comes to an action-packed conclusion with THE DANGER. The kids have found
sunken treasure. The adults want to keep it for themselves. But there's a chance that both will lose it if they don't act fast. A thrilling, shark-infested conclusion to
Gordon Korman's underwater trilogy.
Honeymoon Dive Aug 19 2021 At 10.42 a.m. on 22 October 2003, while diving on the wreck of the SS Yongala on the Great Barrier Reef, an American tourist
photographed his new wife for their honeymoon album. Instead the photo would become a vital police exhibit. On the right-hand side of the shot, Tina Watson's body
lay 27 metres down on the ocean floor, one arm outstretched, reaching upwards. This is the photograph that shocked millions across Australia and the US. How could
a healthy young woman have died, a mere seven minutes into her dive, when Gabe Watson, her buddy and husband of only eleven days, was a certified rescue diver?
And why did he later relay sixteen different versions of what happened that day to other divers, police, friends and family? Did he cold-bloodedly shut off her air or did
he panic after claiming her flailing arms dislodged his mask and regulator? When he ascended to the surface, was it to get help or to callously abandon his bride to her
ultimate fate? These remain the captivating questions at the heart of this true-life thriller. Researched across two continents, Honeymoon Dive is in turns disturbing
and enthralling as it painstakingly reconstructs events behind one of Australia's most darkly fascinating tragedies.
Diving into Love Jul 06 2020 She already left one fiancé. She didn’t need another. When Bree Garrett’s former college roommate invites Bree to move to Starlight
Ridge, a small tourist town on the Californian coast, she is all too happy to leave the deserts of New Mexico and the memories of her former life. She only has three
conditions: One- No one can find out about her fear of water—totally embarrassing when you live next to the ocean. Two- No seafood. She can't stomach it. Yeah, she
sees the irony of points number one and two. Three- No blind dates. The last thing she needs is a relationship. Her ex-fiancé would agree. Easier said than done when
the only job available is at a surf shop and the owner, Caleb, is under the impression that Bree has applied to be a scuba instructor, and not a cashier, as she had
intended. Bree tries to clear up the misunderstanding, but it’s hard when she seems to lose her voice—and her breath—every time Caleb is near. How could she not
when he happens to be attractive, single and, as it turns out, also doesn't like seafood? Bree and Caleb struggle against the pull of the tide that seems determined to
bring them together. But, despite their differences, maybe this is one battle that is okay to lose. Diving into Love is the first book in the Starlight Ridge romance series.
If you can’t get enough of witty banter, moonlit strolls on the beach, and swoon-worthy kisses, you’ll love this sweet romance. Buy Diving into Love and start this smalltown romance series today! small town romance books, sweet romance novels, clean romance novels, hallmark romance books, beach romance books, inspirational
romance books
Dive In! May 04 2020 Construction mice in their waders and hard hats operate construction vehicles--with parts the reader can move--as they complete a big project.
The Diving Pool Oct 28 2019 Beautiful, twisted and brilliant - discover Yoko Ogawa. A lonely teenage girl falls in love with her foster-brother as she watches him
leap from a high diving board into a pool - sparking an unspoken infatuation that draws out darker possibilities. A young woman records the daily moods of her
pregnant sister in a diary, but rather than a story of growth the diary reveals a more sinister tale of greed and repulsion. Driven by nostalgia, a woman visits her old
college dormitory on the outskirts of Tokyo. There she finds an isolated world shadowed by decay, haunted by absent students and the disturbing figure of the
crippled caretaker.
Mask and Flippers Mar 26 2022 Through his work in motion pictures, Lloyd Bridges appreciated the impact of skin diving upon this medium and presented an exciting
picture of future possibilities in underwater photography. The author’s role in Sea Hunt made him keenly aware of the revolution developing in the fields of salvage
diving, treasure hunting, search and rescue, science, gold mining, and other virgin areas open to skin divers with imagination and enterprise. He described methods,
techniques, and tools already in use and gave an exciting glimpse of future possibilities. First published in 1960, here is the complete story of skin diving as an
exciting new field for fun, adventure, and opportunity open to millions of average swimmers. Those who are willing to accept the challenge of exploring and
conquering a new world can benefit from past mistakes and the accumulation of experience by early skin divers; and perhaps become tomorrow’s pioneers who have
yet to conquer the problems of great depths and reap the harvest on the bottom of the sea.
Ultimate Diver's Log Book Jan 24 2022 Divers vary in the amount of information they want to record after a dive. This log book seeks to make life easier by prefilling a lot of the bits other log books leave out, e.g. the units (m/ft); the items of kit you might vary depending on conditions; multiple gas mixes; tick boxes for issues
encountered; and much more. It is all designed to speed up logging a dive and provide helpful prompts to post-dive conversation. Easy-use colour-coded pages Space
for 100 dives Log depths, times, buddies, gases and consumption Plus kit, issues, conditions... Innovative Visibility Scale The ultimate sport diver's log book. "Quite
adaptable, letting you log your dive in the way that suits you best... a useful tool if you want very detailed records of your dives" DIVE magazine"
The Dive Nov 02 2022 The Cuban-born champion in the dangerous sport of freediving offers an intriguing inside look at the controversial and deadly sport while
describing his life with his wife Audrey Mestre, a former French marine biology student who, in October 2002, died while trying to break the world freediving record
held by her husband. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
The Island of Sea Women Jan 30 2020 THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “A mesmerizing new historical novel” (O, The Oprah Magazine) from Lisa See, the
bestselling author of The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane, about female friendship and devastating family secrets on a small Korean island. Mi-ja and Young-sook, two
girls living on the Korean island of Jeju, are best friends who come from very different backgrounds. When they are old enough, they begin working in the sea with
their village’s all-female diving collective, led by Young-sook’s mother. As the girls take up their positions as baby divers, they know they are beginning a life of
excitement and responsibility—but also danger. Despite their love for each other, Mi-ja and Young-sook find it impossible to ignore their differences. The Island of Sea
Women takes place over many decades, beginning during a period of Japanese colonialism in the 1930s and 1940s, followed by World War II, the Korean War, through
the era of cell phones and wet suits for the women divers. Throughout this time, the residents of Jeju find themselves caught between warring empires. Mi-ja is the
daughter of a Japanese collaborator. Young-sook was born into a long line of haenyeo and will inherit her mother’s position leading the divers in their village. Little do
the two friends know that forces outside their control will push their friendship to the breaking point. “This vivid…thoughtful and empathetic” novel (The New York
Times Book Review) illuminates a world turned upside down, one where the women are in charge and the men take care of the children. “A wonderful ode to a truly
singular group of women” (Publishers Weekly), The Island of Sea Women is a “beautiful story…about the endurance of friendship when it’s pushed to its limits, and
you…will love it” (Cosmopolitan).
Dive Nov 09 2020 This complex and lyrical coming-of-age novel portrays the messiness of teenage life as V learns to confront her problems. Virginia “V” Dunn is

alone when a hit-and-run accident leaves her dog, Lucky, bleeding and helpless. Suddenly, the monotony of her suburban life dissolves: Lucky is in a cast, her best
friend is avoiding her, her mother’s drinking is getting worse, and her father is sick with a mysterious illness. Although V is surrounded by family, she is the loneliest
girl in town. In her search for answers to life’s difficult questions—about death, friendship, family and betrayal—V is floundering. Until she meets the captivating Jane.
But her new love also leads to confusion, until V realizes the only way forward is to dive in, even if it means breaking every rule. Acclaimed author Stacey Donovan’s
thought-provoking novel, Dive is filled with the poetry, drama, and beauty of young love, and touches on the importance of finding out who you really are.
Dive Smack Feb 10 2021 "A tense psychological drama with a voice that pulls you in and a twist you won't see coming."—Gretchen McNeil, author of Ten A 2018
Junior Library Guild Selection Theo Mackey only remembers one thing for certain about the fire that destroyed his home: he lit the match. Sure, it was an accident. But
the blaze killed his mom and set his dad on a path to self-destruction. Everything else about that fateful night is full of gaping holes in Theo’s mind, for good reason.
Maybe it’s better that way. As captain of the Ellis Hollow Diving Team, with straight A's and solid friends, he's only one semester away from securing a scholarship,
and leaving his past behind. But when a family history project gets assigned at school, new memories come rushing to the surface, memories that make Theo
question what he really knows about his family, the night of the fire, and if he can trust anyone—including himself. "Heartbreaking, human and heroic, Demetra
Brodsky's Dive Smack is a Perfect 10!"— Karen LaFace, 1992 USA Olympic Springboard Diver
Diving for Treasure Oct 09 2020
Shadow Divers Dec 11 2020 New York Times Bestseller In the tradition of Jon Krakauer’s Into Thin Air and Sebastian Junger’s The Perfect Storm comes a true tale of
riveting adventure in which two weekend scuba divers risk everything to solve a great historical mystery–and make history themselves. For John Chatterton and Richie
Kohler, deep wreck diving was more than a sport. Testing themselves against treacherous currents, braving depths that induced hallucinatory effects, navigating
through wreckage as perilous as a minefield, they pushed themselves to their limits and beyond, brushing against death more than once in the rusting hulks of sunken
ships. But in the fall of 1991, not even these courageous divers were prepared for what they found 230 feet below the surface, in the frigid Atlantic waters sixty miles
off the coast of New Jersey: a World War II German U-boat, its ruined interior a macabre wasteland of twisted metal, tangled wires, and human bones–all buried under
decades of accumulated sediment. No identifying marks were visible on the submarine or the few artifacts brought to the surface. No historian, expert, or government
had a clue as to which U-boat the men had found. In fact, the official records all agreed that there simply could not be a sunken U-boat and crew at that location. Over
the next six years, an elite team of divers embarked on a quest to solve the mystery. Some of them would not live to see its end. Chatterton and Kohler, at first bitter
rivals, would be drawn into a friendship that deepened to an almost mystical sense of brotherhood with each other and with the drowned U-boat sailors–former
enemies of their country. As the men’s marriages frayed under the pressure of a shared obsession, their dives grew more daring, and each realized that he was
hunting more than the identities of a lost U-boat and its nameless crew. Author Robert Kurson’s account of this quest is at once thrilling and emotionally complex, and
it is written with a vivid sense of what divers actually experience when they meet the dangers of the ocean’s underworld. The story of Shadow Divers often seems too
amazing to be true, but it all happened, two hundred thirty feet down, in the deep blue sea.
Bitter Sea Feb 22 2022
Fifty Places to Dive Before You Die Mar 02 2020 The earth's oceans hold many wondrous surprises—be they the small, colorful “critters” off the coast of Papua
New Guinea, opportunistic red demon squids in the Sea of Cortes, or naval wrecks in the lagoon of Bikini Atoll. In Fifty Places to Dive Before You Die Chris Santella has
invited diving experts from around the world to share some of their favorite destinations, so ardent divers can experience these underwater wonders for
themselves—either on location in their SCUBA gear, or at home in their armchair. The fifth in Santella's bestselling “Fifty Places” series, the book takes divers from hotspot destinations like Raja Ampat (off the coast of West Guinea) to old Caribbean favorites like Grand Cayman Isles. Readers will swim among whale sharks off
Myanmar, befriend wolf eels off the coast of Maine, and marvel at the giant mola mola of Lembognan, Indonesia. These wonderful creatures—plus the brilliant coral
reefs that often provide their backdrop—are captured in 40 gorgeous color photos from the world's greatest underwater photographers. And for readers who want to
travel to these breathtaking locales, Santella provides complete “If You Go” suggestions to help you plan your trip.
Dive Dec 23 2021 Bli med under vann! I denne fine boken får du være med på en dykketur i korallene. Her får du møte mange av de spennende dyrene som lever
der.
The Last Dive Oct 21 2021 “Superbly written and action-packed, The Last Dive ranks with such adventure classics as The Perfect Storm and Into Thin Air.”—Tampa
Tribune Spurred on by a fatal combination of obsession and ambition, Chris and Chrisy Rouse, an experienced father-son scuba diving team, hoped to achieve widespread recognition for their outstanding and controversial diving skills by solving the secrets of a mysterious, undocumented, World War II German U-boat that lay
only a half day’s mission from New York Harbor. The Rouses found the ultimate cost of chasing their personal challenge: death from what divers dread the
most—decompression sickness, or “the bends.” In this gripping recounting of their tragedy, author Bernie Chowdhury, himself an expert diver, explores the thrillseeking, high-risk world of deep sea diving, its legendary figures, most celebrated triumphs, and notorious tragedies.
Dive Apr 14 2021 This is a new release of the original 1960 edition.
The Greatest Submarine Stories Ever Told Jul 30 2022 Adrenaline-quickening tales that plumb the depths of adventure and exploration in the world’s high seas.
Amazing Diving Stories Apr 26 2022 A collection of thrilling diving stories There's everything from classic tales of wreck discoveries to encounters with beautiful and
bizarre creatures beneath the waves. There are stories of death and disaster as well as bravery and triumph. Each tale has been chosen to stoke the fire of divers
everywhere and some are illustrated with colour photographs. Take the plunge and read about the diver who discovered how to put sharks in a trance and the marine
biologist who lost a limb trying to proving that sharks were safe to swim with. There's the tale behind the Red Sea's most famous wreck, as well the Titanic's sister
ship that keeps claiming divers' lives. Read about the politician attacked by a turtle, the saltwater crocodile that lost a sub–aqua scuffle and the eel feeding frenzy that
almost claimed a life. The exciting and the extreme rub shoulders with more poetic pieces about the people and places that make up the folklore of this fascinating
sport, and some are even brought to life by the author's photography. This global tour takes you everywhere: from Indonesia to the Caribbean and from the chill
waters of Northern Europe to the reefs of the Pacific. Stories of technical pioneers are accompanied by quirky tales of adventure beneath the waves. Every ocean of
the world is explored making this essential reading – or a wonderful gift – for divers everywhere.
Diver's Log Book Jun 04 2020 Easy-to-use scuba diving log book. Contains boxes for all the essential details a sport diver might like to record in a clean simple
layout. Room for 50 dives, notes and other personal details.
The Dive Oct 01 2022 The sea was our common home, and I felt our connection went back a very long way -- to a time that predated man's emergence from the
water. In 1996, Francisco "Pipín" Ferreras, a native Cuban and a world champion in the dangerous and controversial sport of free diving, met Audrey Mestre, a
beautiful French marine biology student who had sought him out in Cabo San Lucas for her research. A passionate romance immediately bloomed between the two,
and their love was bonded by a shared fascination with and devotion to the ocean. When the couple moved back to Miami, Audrey took up the sport herself and
quickly proceeded to break the female world record (115 meters). They soon became free diving's power couple, testing the limits of their wills and bodies by
descending to unthinkable depths, training and touring together, encouraging and motivating each other. Then, on October 12, 2002, in a dive off the coast of the
Dominican Republic, tragedy struck: Audrey's attempt to break the world record with a dive of 170 meters ended in her death. Suddenly, Pipín -- haunted by
questions, reeling from the loss of his soul mate -- could no longer find solace in the sea that had always been his true home. Now, for the first time, Pipín tells his
story. He shares the heart-pounding adventure and fierce competition that fuel the sport of free diving and his own addiction to it. He addresses the controversy that
has followed him throughout his career and that spun out of control after Audrey's death. And he relates the haunting story of his relationship with Audrey -- a unique
and complicated tale of love and obsession taken to extreme depths.
Mask and Flippers Jun 16 2021
Dive Diving Logbook: Scuba Diving Log Book, 110 Pages, 216 Dives Jun 28 2022 This funny scuba diving logbook is a cool gift for men and women! Surprise
your favorite diver with this clear and easy to use dive log book with the infos you really need. Perfect traveler mini size 6x9" to carry everywhere Logbook 6x9 inches
in size, 110 Pages, 216 Dives Interior: Date, Dive n., Country, Location, Comments, Dive Time, Depth, Weight, Suit, Stamp
The Diving-bell and the Butterfly May 16 2021 At the age of 42, Bauby suffered a massive stroke. Paralysed from head to toe, he was left imprisoned inside his
body, his mind intact, but unable to speak or move anything except his left eyelid. This is his story.
Diving for Pearls Sep 07 2020 **Shortlisted for Sunday Independent Newcomer of the Year at the An Post Irish Book Awards 2021** 'An instantly gripping page-turner'
Sunday Independent Life Magazine A young woman's body floats in the Dubai marina. Her death alters the fates of six people, each one striving for a better life in an
unforgiving city. A young Irish man comes to stay with his sister, keen to erase his troubled past in the heat of the Dubai sun. A Russian sex worker has outsmarted
the system so far - but will her luck run out? A Pakistani taxi driver dreams of a future for his daughters. An Emirate man hides the truth about who he really is. An
Ethiopian maid tries to carve out a path of her own. From every corner of the globe, Dubai has made promises to them all. Promises of gilded opportunities and bright
new horizons, the chance to forget the past and protect long-held secrets. But Dubai breaks its promises, with deadly consequences. In a city of mirages, how do you
find your way out? 'A hugely engaging novel from a talented new writer' John Boyne 'A really fantastic read' Sinéad Moriarty ________ Readers are enthralled by Diving
for Pearls ***** 'An absolutely brilliant book, the setting of Dubai making this story into something quite unique.' ***** 'An excellent read . . . the ending felt like a true
reflection of real life.' ***** 'A sinister and claustrophobic atmosphere quietly simmers throughout, which kept me enthralled.'
Dive In Deep Book 1 Nov 21 2021 Tall, dark, and gorgeous with cobalt-blue eyes. It doesn’t hurt that he’s the billionaire owner of the resort we’re staying at. And all
of it is just what I needed for my celebration weekend after graduating with my master’s. It’s our last girls’ weekend before my friends and I go our separate ways, and
it’s going to happen with a bang. Literally. Hopefully. It would be a first. The desire was to keep things casual, but our connection is far too deep for that. Him being exmilitary and me being an Army brat. The rules we each set up are shattered thanks to the raging passion between us. But eventually, I have to go home. What I never
expected in a million years was that he might follow me. Enough swimming in the shallow end of the pool. We’re diving in deep. This is book 1 in a 3 book series. You
will have to read books 2 and 3 to complete the story.
High Dive May 28 2022 In the fall of 1984, the Grand Hotel in the seaside town of Brighton, England, became ground zero for the attempted assassination of Margaret
Thatcher. Nimbly weaving together fact and fiction, comedy and tragedy, here Jonathan Lee vividly reimagines those fateful days from the perspectives of three
unforgettable characters—a young IRA bomb maker, the deputy hotel manager, and his teenage daughter—whose lives will be changed forever by the Prime

Minister’s visit.
Diving Into Darkness Mar 14 2021 Traces the harrowing experiences of diving companions David Shaw and Don Shirley, whose 2005 underwater recovery endeavor in
Africa's dangerous Bushman's Hole crater resulted in one of their deaths and the near escape of the other. 25,000 first printing.
Diving Log Book Jul 26 2019 The new 'Sharks' Diving Log Book has an intuitive, fun, graphical layout featuring pieces of diving equipment.
Nelson's Dangerous Dive Apr 02 2020
Swan Dive Aug 26 2019 "Don't expect just tulle and toe shoes. In this fascinating insider's tale, NYCB dancer Pazcoguin reveals her world. . . . A striking debut."
—People Award-winning New York City Ballet soloist Georgina Pazcoguin, aka the Rogue Ballerina, gives readers a backstage tour of the real world of elite ballet—the
gritty, hilarious, sometimes shocking truth you don’t see from the orchestra circle. In this love letter to the art of dance and the sport that has been her livelihood,
NYCB’s first Asian American female soloist Georgina Pazcoguin lays bare her unfiltered story of leaving small-town Pennsylvania for New York City and training amid
the unique demands of being a hybrid professional athlete/artist, all before finishing high school. She pitches us into the fascinating, whirling shoes of dancers in one
of the most revered ballet companies in the world with an unapologetic sense of humor about the cutthroat, survival-of-the-fittest mentality at NYCB. Some swan dives
are literal: even in the ballet, there are plenty of face-plants, backstage fights, late-night parties, and raucous company bonding sessions. Rocked by scandal in the
wake of the #MeToo movement, NYCB sits at an inflection point, inching toward progress in a strictly traditional culture, and Pazcoguin doesn’t shy away from ballet’s
dark side. She continues to be one of the few dancers openly speaking up against the sexual harassment, mental abuse, and racism that in the past went
unrecognized or was tacitly accepted as par for the course—all of which she has painfully experienced firsthand. Tying together Pazcoguin’s fight for equality in the
ballet with her infectious and deeply moving passion for her craft, Swan Dive is a page-turning, one-of-a-kind account that guarantees you'll never view a ballerina or
a ballet the same way again.
The Dive: The untold story of the world’s deepest submarine rescue Aug 31 2022 The Dive is a thrilling narrative nonfiction in the tradition of The Perfect
Storm and Apollo 13.
Ultimate Diver's Log Book (Mini) Sep 27 2019 Full colour two-pages-per-dive log book with capacity for 50 dives. Besides the usual spaces for time, depth, conditions,
equipment, graph paper etc. this diving log book can cope with multiple gases and also has the innovative Visibility Scale so you can record the water colour too.
Slightly shorter and narrower than it's big brother (Ultimate Diver's Log Book: ISBN 978-1-909455-10-6) but the same great quality.
Raising the Dead Jan 12 2021 "Bushman's Hole, South Africa, 8 January 2005. Dave Shaw prepares for one of the most daring and ambitious dives ever attempted.
His mission: to recover the remains of a diver who disappeared a decade earlier. Some 900 feet below the surface, he locates the body. Then disaster strikes ..."--Back
cover.
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